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This paper is concernedwith the conditional bias and variance of local quadratic regression
to the multivariate predictor variables. Data sharpening methods of nonparametric
regression were first proposed by Choi, Hall, Roussion. Recently, a data sharpening
estimator of local linear regression was discussed by Naito and Yoshizaki. In this paper,
to improve mainly the fitting precision, we extend their results on the asymptotic bias and
variance. Using the data sharpening estimator of multivariate local quadratic regression,
we are able to derive higher fitting precision. In particular, our approach is simple to
implement, since it has an explicit form, and is convenient when analyzing the asymptotic
conditional bias and variance of the estimator at the interior and boundary points of the
support of the density function.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
There have been some results on data sharpening methods of nonparametric regression, since researchers realized
that data sharpening methods have many advantages. For example, they can be substituted into a conventional estimator,
performance is improved relative to what it would be if the raw data were employed. Recently, in [13], Naito and Yoshizaki
considered the estimators for data sharpening methods of local linear regression and the bandwidth selection for a data
sharpening estimator. Choi et al., in [3], proposed the data sharpening methods of local-linear and the Nadaraya–Watson
estimators in multivariate settings. Different versions of data sharpening methods have been discussed in a series of works
by Choi and Hall [1,2]. It is well-known that the bias of the local linear estimator is second order, the same order as that of
the kernel utilized in [15], while the data sharpening estimators in [3] have fourth order bias even though the kernel utilized
is only of second order, consequently, in interior points, the asymptotic bias of the local linear estimator has order h2 and
that of the data sharpening estimator has order h4.
Multivariate local quadratic regression estimators have been studied by Ruppert and Wand in [14], where it is shown
that the asymptotic bias is O(tr(H)2) in the interior of the support of the density function and O(tr(H)
3
2 ) on the boundary.
In recent years, the common nonparametric regression has become a rapidly developing field. Extensive treatments of
kernel regression estimators can be found in the books by Müller [12], Härdle [9], Eubank [4], Fan and Yao [5]. For scalar
local polynomial fitting, Fan [6,7] clearly demonstrated the advantages of using local polynomial fitting for nonparametric
regression and revived interest in the local polynomial techniques. Subsequently, Fan and Gijbels [8] and Hastie and
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Loader [10] demonstrated that the local linear fitting automatically corrects boundary biases. Ruppert and Wand [14]
extended these results to general local polynomial fitting.
In this paper, we derive the asymptotic bias and variance for data sharpening methods of multivariate local quadratic
estimators, and show that this asymptotic bias has higher fitting precision than those of the common local quadratic
regression and data sharpening methods of the local linear regression.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the background of the studied problem. The main
results on the conditional asymptotic bias and variance for the data sharpening estimator of nonparametric regression are
given in Section 3. The technical proof is given in Section 4, which also includes the asymptotic bias and variance of our
problems in interior and boundary points of the support of the density function. Section 5mainly shows the performance of
simulations,which comparewith the data sharpening technique using the local linear approach and common local quadratic
regression, and get some better and significant fitted results.
2. Background
We consider the conditional heteroskedastic regression {Yt}t≥0:
Yt = m(Xt)+ σ(Xt)εt ,
where (X1, Y1), . . . , (Xn, Yn) are random samples, Xi (i = 1, . . . , n) are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
Rd-valued random column vectors, εt are i.i.d. random variables satisfying E[εki ] = 0 for k = 1, 3, E[ε2i ] = 1, E[ε4i ] = m4
< ∞, and are independent of Xi’s, m : Rd → R1 is the target regression function defined by m(X) = E[Y |Xt = X], and
σ 2(X) is the conditional variance function σ 2(X) = Var(Y |Xt = X).
Let K(u) = K(u1, . . . , ud) be the kernel function satisfying the following condition.
(A1) The kernel K(u) = K(−u) ≥ 0 is a compactly supported, bounded density satisfying
ul11 · · · uldd K(u)du = 0 for all nonnegative integers l1, . . . , ld,
such that
d
i=1 li is odd, and
uuTK(u)du = ρ2(K)Id×d,
where ρ2(K) is positive.
Furthermore, KH(u) = |H|− 12 K(H− 12 u), where H 12 is a positive definite bandwidthmatrix with nonnegative components
and satisfies the following condition.
(A2) The sequence of the bandwidth matrix H
1
2 is such that n−1|H|− 12 → 0 and each entry of H tends to zero as n →∞,
with H remaining symmetric and positive definite.
The multivariate local quadratic estimator denoted by m˜, is defined as
m˜(X) = eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWXY ,
whereWX = diag{KH(X1 − X), . . . , KH(Xn − X)}, Y = (Y1, . . . , Yn)T , e1 is a

1+ d+ 12d(d+ 1)
× 1 vector having its first
component 1 and 0 otherwise, and
XX =
1 (X1 − X)




1 (Xn − X)T vechT ((Xn − X)(Xn − X)T )
 ,
vech(uuT ) is the 12d(d+1) columnvector created by stacking the columns of uuT without entries above the diagonal; see [14].
In this setting, similarly to [3], we consider the data sharpening estimators of local quadratic nonparametric regression as
follows:
mˆ(X) = eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWX (2Y − M˜),
where M˜ = (m˜(X1), . . . , m˜(Xn))T . Our first application of data sharpening to mˆ(X) is based on local quadratic polynomial
regression and moving design variables a little closer together in places where the design density is high and a little further
apart in places where it is low, so as to overcome difficulties caused by inaccurate estimation.
(A3) The density f (X) of X has compact support supp(f ) = Ω . At x ∈ Ω, σ is continuous, f ∈ C5(Ω) and all 8th-order
derivatives ofm are continuous, also f (X) > 0.
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At the end of this section, we introduce the notation used in what follows.
Notation
• We shall use the following notation for general higher order differentials of a function h with respect to d-dimensional






k1 · · · kd

uk11 · · · ukdd
∂k
∂xk11 · · · ∂xkdd
h(X).
Hence we can express the Taylor expansion of h(X + u) around X as









provided that appropriate smoothness of h holds.
• DX,H =

Z : (X + H 12 Z ∈ supp(f ))
























1 uT vechT (uuT ) K 2(u)du (2.1)
and
N−1X =







• H = diag{h21, . . . , h2d} ≡ diag{h2, . . . , h2}.
3. Main results
The following two theorems are the main results of this paper.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that (A1)–(A3) hold and X is in the interior of supp(f ). Then
E(mˆ(X)|X1, . . . , Xn)−m(X) = −

{N11X + N13X vech(uuT )}K(u)
×




























Var{mˆ(X)|X1, . . . , Xn} = σ
2(X)















(K ∗ K)(u)(K ∗ K)T (u)du− 4








(K ∗ K)T (u)(K ∗ K)(u)du− 4






andK ∗ K(u) and K ∗ K(u) are given in (4.27) and (4.29), respectively.
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For the boundary bias and variance, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that (A1)–(A3) hold and that all 6th-order partial derivatives of m are continuous in a neighborhood of
X∂ on the boundary of supp(f ), X = X∂ + H 12 c with c being a fixed element of supp(K). Then

















 (d3Xm)(H 12 v)dv
 (H 12 u)du+ op(tr3(H));
Var(mˆ(X)|X1, . . . , Xn) = σ
2(X)
n|H| 12 f (X)
eT1N
−1
X (4TX + T˜X − 4T¯X )N−1X e1{1+ op(1)},
where the matrices TX , T˜X , T¯X are given in (2.1), (4.42) and (4.43), respectively.
4. Proof of the main results
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Recalling the definition of m˜, we easily find that
E{m˜(X)|X1 · · · Xn} = eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWXM (4.1)
whereM = m(X1) m(X2) · · · m(Xn)T , and
E{mˆ(X)|X1 · · · Xn} = 2eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWXM − eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWX
E(m˜(X1)|X1 · · · Xn)...
E(m˜(Xn)|X1 · · · Xn)
 . (4.2)
Let
M(Xi) = eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWXM|X=Xi = E(m˜(Xi)|X1 · · · Xn),
M = M(X1) M(X2) · · · M(Xn) .
Then (4.2) becomes
E(m˜(X)|X1 · · · Xn)+ eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWX (M −M). (4.3)
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Then we can write

















and r(X) is a scalar obtained by multiplying eT1(X
T
XWXXX )
−1XTXWX with the remainder term of the Taylor expansion, which
is in fact of negligible order op(h8). We let
E{η(X)|X1 · · · Xn} = eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWX (M −M). (4.6)
To deal with (4.6), we calculate the detailed form,
n−1(XTXWXXX ) := (Aij) (4.7)
where (Aij) is symmetric. We only need to list the diagonal and upper-diagonal. Using standard results from the density
















KH(Xi − X)vechT ((Xi − X)(Xi − X)T ) = f (X)h2









KH(Xi − X)vech((Xi − X)(Xi − X)T )vechT ((Xi − X)(Xi − X)T )
= f (X)h4










KH(Xi − X)(Xi − X)vechT ((Xi − X)(Xi − X)T )
= DTf (X)h4











1, hId×d, h2I d(d+1)
2 × d(d+1)2













0 uT 0u 0 u vechT (uuT )
0 vech(uuT )uT 0
DTf (X)H 12 u du.
From
eT1{f (X)NX + QX }{f (X)−1N−1X − f (X)−2N−1X QXN−1X }
= eT1(I + f (X)−1N−1X QX − f (X)−1N−1X QX − f (X)−2N−1X QXN−1X QX ), (4.8)
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to obtain the inverse form of eT1(n




X QX = 0.
To this end, we combine the form of NX and Theorem 3 (p. 12, [11]) to see that N12X = N21X = N32X = N23X = 0, and
N−1X =




in which N11X = (NX,11 − NX,13N−1X,33NX,31)−1,N13X = −N11X NX,13N−1X,33,N22X = N−1X,22,N33X = N−1X,33 + N−1X,33NX,31N11X NX,13N−1X,33.
Clearly, eT1N
−1
X is orthogonal to the first and the last
1
2d(d+ 1) columns of QX . Furthermore, for each of the other columns of
QX (columns 2 through d+ 1), we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then each of the columns 2 to d+ 1 of QX is a linear combination
of the last 12d(d+ 1) columns of NX .
Proof of Lemma 4.1. The proof is simpler if we rearrange the components of vech(uuT ). Let u2 = (u21, . . . , u2d) and q(u) be

























j K(u)du (i ≠ j), SX,42 is a d(d−1)2 × dmatrix. The last 12d(d+ 1) columns of NX are
ρ2(K)11×d 01× d(d−1)2
0d×d 0d× d(d−1)2{ρ4(K)− ρ˜4(K)}Id×d + ρ˜4(K)1d×d 0d× d(d−1)2
0 d(d−1)
2 ×d ρ˜4(K)I d(d−1)2 × d(d−1)2
 (4.10)













































T = 0. (4.11)
Since (4.8) and (4.11), we conclude
eT1(n
−1(XTXWXXX ))
−1 = f −1(X)eT1{N−1X − f (X)−1N−1X QXN−1X }diag












Moreover, we can obtain that
eT1(n
−1(XTXWXXX ))
−1 = f (X)−1eT1N−1X diag



















 = f (X)  K(u)
 0H 12 u
0
(d3Xm)(H 12 u) du+ op
tr(H) 32





















 = f (X)  K(u)
 10
h2vech(uuT )





From (4.12)–(4.14) and (4.1), it follows that
E{m˜(X)|X1 · · · Xn} = m(X)+




















 du+ op{tr2(H)}. (4.15)
Combining (4.3) and (4.5) with the major term
8
j=3 Rj(X) of the Taylor expansion forM −M , we infer











X (M −M))(X1 − X)
...











X (M −M))(X1 − X)
...
(d4X (M −M))(Xn − X)
+ rM−M(X), (4.16)
where rM−M(X) = op(tr(H)4) is the remainder term of the Taylor expansion.
By virtue of (4.15), we see that the last two terms on the right-hand side of (4.16) become
−

{N11X + N13X vech(uuT )}K(u)









Thus, by (4.3), (4.5) and (4.16), we obtain the Bias(mˆ|X1 · · · Xn).
Next, we deal with Var(mˆ|X1 · · · Xn). Let
mˆ(X) = eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWXGY ,
where G = 2In − L, L = (LT1, LT2, . . . , LTn)T , and
Li = eT1(XTXiWXiXXi)−1XTXiWXi := eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWX (X)|X=Xi .
Thus
E{[mˆ(X)− E{mˆ(X)|X1, . . . , Xn}]2|X1, . . . , Xn} = E{[eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWXGY − eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWX (2M −M)]
× [eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWXGY − eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWX (2M −M)]T |X1, . . . , Xn}
= 4eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWXE[(Y −M)(Y −M)T |X1, . . . , Xn]WXXX (XTXWXXX )−1e1
+ eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWXE[(LY −M)(LY −M)T |X1, . . . , Xn]WXXX (XTXWXXX )−1e1
− 2eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWXE[(Y −M)(LY −M)T |X1, . . . , Xn]WXXX (XTXWXXX )−1e1
− 2eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWXE[(LY −M)(Y −M)T |X1, . . . , Xn]WXXX (XTXWXXX )−1e1
:= 4Ψ1 + Ψ2 − 2Ψ3 − 2Ψ4,
where
Ψ1 := eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWXVWXXX (XTXWXXX )−1e1,
Ψ2 := eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWXLVLTWXXX (XTXWXXX )−1e1,
Ψ3 := eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWXVLTWXXX (XTXWXXX )−1e1,
Ψ4 := eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWXLVWXXX (XTXWXXX )−1e1
and V = diag{σ 2(X1), σ 2(X2), . . . , σ 2(Xn)}.
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Now, we deal with Ψi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) respectively. For Ψ1,
1
n2
XTXWXVWXXX := (Bij). (4.18)



















































































Thus, from (4.18) and (4.12), it follows that
Ψ1 = f (X)−1

1 0























































2 d(d+1)× 12 d(d+1)










n|H| 12 f (X)
(N11X TX,11N
11
X + 2N13X TX,31N11X + N13X TX,33N31X ){1+ op(1)}. (4.19)
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KH(Xi − X)KH(Xj − X)LiVLTj vech((Xi − X)(Xi − X)T )vechT ((Xj − X)(Xj − X)T ),
and
LiVLTj = eT1(XTXiWXiXXi)−1XTXiWXiVWXjXXj(XTXjWXjXXj)−1e1. (4.21)
From (4.12) we get
eT1(n
−1XTXiWXiXXi)
−1 = f (Xi)−1eT1N−1Xi diag































−1e1 = f (Xj)−1diag



















































KH(Xk − Xi)σ 2(Xk)KH(Xk − Xj)vech((Xk − Xi)(Xk − Xi)T )vechT ((Xk − Xj)(Xk − Xj)T ).
Hence, combining (4.21)–(4.24), we obtain
LiVLTj = f −1(Xi)f −1(Xj)(N11X S11N11X + h−2N13X S31N11X + h−2N11X S13N31X + h−4N13X S33N31X ){1+ op(1)}






KH(Xk − Xi)σ 2(Xk)KH(Xk − Xj)[N11X + h−2N13X vech((Xk − Xi)(Xk − Xi)T )]
× [N11X + h−2vechT ((Xk − Xj)(Xk − Xj)T )N31X ]

{1+ op(1)}. (4.25)
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KH(Xi − X)KH(Xj − X)
f (Xi)f (Xj)
KH(Xk − Xi)σ 2(Xk)KH(Xk − Xj)







K(u)K(v)K(w)K(w + u− v) N11X + N13X vech(wwT )
× N11X + vechT ((w + u− v)(w + u− v)T )N31X  dudvdw{1+ op(1)}. (4.26)
Let
K ∗ K(Z) =

K(u)K(Z − u) N11X + N13X vech((Z − u)(Z − u)T ) du. (4.27)




(K ∗ K)2(u)du{1+ op(1)}. (4.28)










































(K ∗ K)T (u)(K ∗ K)(u)du{1+ op(1)}.
Thus, we conclude that
Ψ2 = eT1(XTXWXXX )−1XTXWXLVLTWXXX (XTXWXXX )−1e1
= σ
2(X)




(K ∗ K)2(u)duN11X + 2N13X

(K ∗ K)(u)(K ∗ K)T (u)duN11X
+N13X

(K ∗ K)T (u)(K ∗ K)(u)duN31X

{1+ op(1)}. (4.30)
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KH(Xi − X)KH(Xj − X)LiVITj vech((Xi − X)(Xi − X)T )vechT ((Xj − X)(Xj − X)T ),





KH(Xj − Xi)N11X + h−2KH(Xj − Xi)N13X vech((Xj − Xi)(Xj − Xi)T )
 {1+ op(1)}.
Then



















(K ∗ K)(v)K(v)vechT (vvT )dv{1+ op(1)}.
Therefore, Ψ4 has the following expression:
Ψ4 = σ
2(X)




(K ∗ K)(u)K(u)duN11X + 2N13X

(K ∗ K)T (u)K(u)duN11X
+ N13X

(K ∗ K)T (u)K(u)vechT (uuT )duN31X

{1+ op(1)}. (4.31)
Combining (4.19) and (4.30) with (4.31), we obtain the conditional variance of Theorem 3.1. 
Next, wewill show the conditional bias and variance at boundary points. The analysis used to prove Theorem 3.1 extends
nicely to boundary points because (4.1)–(4.7) hold for all X and all n. However, the expression of NX and N−1X has changed












that are valid when X is a boundary point.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We only need to deal with the terms which have difference between the interior and boundary




























KH(Xi − X)(Xi − X)vechT ((Xi − X)(Xi − X)T ) = h2H 12

DX,H













































 = f (X) 
DX,H
K(u)
 1H 12 u
h2vech(uuT )
 (d3Xm) H 12 u du+ op
tr(H) 32
 1H 12 1
h21
 . (4.33)
From (4.32) and (4.33), it follows that











 (d3Xm) H 12 u du+ op tr(H) 32  .
Thus, the boundary bias can be derived by an argument similar to that used for (4.17),



















H 12 u du+ op(tr(H)3).
Our next task is to treat boundary conditional variance. As aforementioned, we only consider the different terms of the
interior and boundary points.





1, h−1Id×d, h−2I d(d+1)
2 × d(d+1)2


























































Ψ2 = eT1(n−1XTXWXXX )−1(n−2XTXWXLVLTWXXX )(n−1XTXWXXX )−1e1,
where in the evaluation of the middle term (n−2XTXWXLVLTWXXX ), one can treat LiVL
T
j as follows:
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= f −1(Xi)f −1(Xj)(N11Xi S11N11Xj + h−1N12Xi S21N11Xj + h−2N13Xi S31N11Xj + h−1N11Xi S12N21Xj + h−2N12Xi S22N21Xj
+ h−3N13Xi S32N21Xj + h−2N11Xi S13N31Xj + h−3N12Xi S23N31Xj + h−4N13Xi S33N31Xj )






KH(Xk − Xi)σ 2(Xk)KH(Xk − Xj)[N11Xi + h−1N12Xi (Xk − Xi)+ h−2N13Xi
× vech((Xk − Xi)(Xk − Xi)T )][N11Xj + h−1(Xk − Xj)TN21Xj + h−2vechT ((Xk − Xj)(Xk − Xj)T )N31Xj ]

{1+ op(1)}.









KH(Xi − X)KH(Xj − X)
f (Xi)f (Xj)
KH(Xk − Xi)σ 2(Xk)KH(Xk − Xj)
×[N11Xi + h−1N12Xi (Xk − Xi)+ h−2N13Xi vech((Xk − Xi)(Xk − Xi)T )]
× [N11Xj + h−1(Xk − Xj)TN21Xj + h−2vechT ((Xk − Xj)(Xk − Xj)T )N31Xj ]

{1+ op(1)}.



















|H|− 12 K(u)K(v)K(w)K(w + u− v)σ 2















+ (w + u− v)TN21
X+H 12 v



















K ∗ K)(Z) =

DX,H
K(u)K(Z − u) N11X + N12X (Z − u)+ N13X vech((Z − u)(Z − u)T ) du.
Similarly, we obtain







K ∗ K)(Z)(K ∗ K)vT (Z)dZ{1+ op(1)}, (4.35)
where and in what follows (

K ∗ K)vT (Z) is the weighted integral:
(

K ∗ K)vT (Z) =

DX,H
































K ∗ K)vech(uuT )(Z)(K ∗ K)vechT (vvT )(Z)dZ{1+ op(1)}. (4.40)
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In fact, in view of (4.34)–(4.40), the middle part of Ψ2 can be written as
(n−2XTXWXLVL









K(u)K(Z − u)K(v)K(Z − v)
× N11X + N12X (Z − u)+ N13X vech((Z − u)(Z − u)T )
× N11X + N12X (Z − v)+ N13X vech((Z − v)(Z − v)T )
× 1 hu h2vech(uuT )T 1 hv h2vechT (vvT ) dudvdZ{1+ op(1)}.
Thus, for Ψ2 one has
Ψ2 = σ
2(X)














K(u)K(Z − u)K(v)K(Z − v) N11X + N12X (Z − u)+ N13X vech((Z − u)(Z − u)T )
× N11X + N12X (Z − v)+ N13X vech((Z − v)(Z − v)T )
 1u
vech(uuT )
1 v vechT (vvT ) dudvdZ . (4.42)




















1 v vechT (vvT ) dudv. (4.43)
In conclusion, the conditional variance of mˆ(X) can be obtained, which has an orderly form:
Var(mˆ(X)|X1 · · · Xn) = σ
2(X)
n|H| 12 f (X)
eT1N
−1
X (4TX + T˜X − 4T¯X )N−1X e1{1+ op(1)}.
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is completed. 
We can combine Theorem 3.1 with Theorem 3.2 to give the asymptotic conditional mean integrated square error for
estimation at any interior and boundary points.
MISE{mˆ(·,H)|X1 · · · Xn} = E
 {mˆ(X;H)−m(X)}2|X1 · · · Xnw(X)dX,
where w(X) is a weighted function chosen to ensure that the integral converges. In practice, we can directly calculate the
conditional estimation errors as follows.
E
 {mˆ(X;H)− Y (X)}2|X1 · · · Xn f (X)w(X)dX =  σ 2(X)f (X)w(X)dX +  Bias[mˆ(X)|X1 · · · Xn]2f (X)w(X)dX
+

Var[mˆ(X)|X1 · · · Xn]f (X)w(X)dX .
We should point out here that through this error expression, the bandwidth selection for the data sharpening estimator
of local quadratic nonparametric regression can be discussed.
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Table 1
Bandwidth h = 0.25, and residuals = mean((yˆ − y)2) of the estimators and random fitted samples. res-LL, res-LQ, res-LC denote respectively the local
linear estimators, local quadratic regression, cubic nonparametric regression residuals. res-DS-LL and res-DS-LQ mean the residuals of the local linear and
quadratic regression with data sharpening methods.
res-LL res-LQ res-LC res-DS-LL res-DS-LQ
Epanechnikov kernel 0.0878 0.0648 0.0644 0.0779 0.0628
Biweight kernel 0.1173 0.0818 0.0804 0.1146 0.0787
Table 2
Cross-validation bandwidth, and the fitted residuals.
res-LL res-LQ res-LC res-DS-LL res-DS-LQ
EpaK–bandwidth 0.0698 0.1150 0.1187 0.0698 0.1150
EpaK–residuals 0.0594 0.0588 0.0588 0.0588 0.0585
Biweight–bandwidth 0.0589 0.1369 0.1234 0.0589 0.1369
Biweight–residuals 0.0678 0.0675 0.0681 0.0671 0.0668
5. The local quadratic data sharpening performance
To simplify, we only consider d = 1 with artificial and cross-validation bandwidth selectors. Actually, when d ≥ 2, the
multivariate kernel function should be considered, and the bandwidths of all the dimensionswould be calculated separately,
but it is not difficult to simulate the multivariate dimension of our methods since it has an explicit form. We consider the
following two models,
• Model 1:m(x) = |sin(πx) sin(2πx)|,
• Model 2:m(x) = |cos(πx) cos(2πx)|,
ϵt ’s are i.i.d. N(0, 1), σ (Xt) = 0.25, the number of the samples is 400,Ω = [0, 1].
We first consider model 1. When the bandwidth is fixed, we show the residuals of various estimators and the samples.




i=1(yi − yˆi)2, where n is the sample number, yi and yˆi (i = 1, . . . , n) denote respectively the original and estimated
values. Using the Epanechnikov and biweight kernels, we estimate the kernel density, and obtain that for the two kernels,
the respective mean square residuals of our methods are 0.0628 and 0.0787, compared with other methods’ residuals, in
which the mean square residuals of our methods are the least. However, the worst fittings of all the five estimated methods
in Table 1 are given by the common local linear estimators without data sharpeningmethods. Thus, for the fixed bandwidth,
our local quadratic regression with data sharpening methods gives the best fitted results.
In Table 2, using the cross-validation bandwidth selectors of Epanechnikov and biweight kernels, we give the very
significative fitted results.
Here the cross-validation bandwidths are only dependent of the samples and the degree of the local polynomial.
Especially, to compare the performances of our methods with the common local non-sharped regression, for the data
sharpening method, we still apply the original samples to select the cross-validation bandwidths, which have the same
values as the common local polynomial regression.
Remark 5.1. In Fig. 1, the first plot is the samples of our simulated data. Moreover, in other five plots, the curves are
the original graphs of our model, and the scatter plots are the fitted graphs of various methods including the local linear
estimators, local quadratic regression, cubic nonparametric regression, and the residuals of the local linear and quadratic
regression with data sharpeningmethods. Furthermore, for Fig. 2 and the following Figs. 3 and 4, themeanings of the curves
and the scatter plots are similar with Fig. 1.
Note that, in Table 2, from these simulations’ results, for the Epanechnikov and biweight kernels, we can easily find that
our local quadratic data sharpening methods have more higher fitted precision (the respective mean square residuals of
our methods are 0.0585 and 0.0668) than the common local quadratic non-sharped regression (the respective mean square
residuals are 0.0588 and 0.0675) with the same bandwidth (corresponding the two kernels, the respective bandwidths are
0.1150 and 0.1369). Furthermore, ourmethods give the better fitted results (ourmethods’ fittedmean square residuals of the
two kernels are 0.0585 and 0.0668) than the local linear data sharpening estimators (the respective mean square residuals
are 0.0588 and 0.0671), in which the respective bandwidths of our methods (the estimated bandwidths are 0.1150 and
0.1369) are wider than the local linear data sharpening methods’ bandwidths (the corresponding bandwidths 0.0698 and
0.0589). Moreover, obviously, the fitted mean residuals of our methods are smaller than those of local cubic nonparametric
estimators. In addition, in the following Table 3, we give other four simulations’ results of model 1 with replicated samples
in order to compare overall performances.
In Figs. 3–4 and Table 4, we exhibit the four simulations’ results of model 2.
And the respective numerical results are given in Table 4.
















































































































































































Fig. 2. The samples of our model and the fitted results of LL, LQ, LC, DS-LL, and DS-LQ with the cross-validation bandwidth, and the biweight kernel
function.
In conclusion, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 show that the local quadratic data sharpening methods have better performances in
theory. Moreover, in simulations’ study we compared local quadratic data sharpening with local linear data sharpening





































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 4. The four simulations’ results of our model 2 and the fitted results of LL, LQ, LC, DS-LL, and DS-LQ with the cross-validation bandwidth, and the
biweight kernel function.
Table 3
The other four simulations’ results of the model 1 with replicated samples.
res-LL res-LQ res-LC res-DS-LL res-DS-LQ
Sample 1 EpaK–bandwidth 0.0776 0.1610 0.1577 0.0776 0.1610
Sample 1 EpaK–residuals 0.0578 0.0573 0.0571 0.0572 0.0570
Sample 2 EpaK–bandwidth 0.0695 0.1081 0.1546 0.0695 0.1081
Sample 2 EpaK–residuals 0.0581 0.0573 0.0585 0.0573 0.0569
Sample 3 Biweight–bandwidth 0.0422 0.0766 0.1099 0.0422 0.0766
Sample 3 Biweight–residuals 0.0517 0.0511 0.0532 0.0512 0.0505
Sample 4 Biweight–bandwidth 0.0579 0.1214 0.1224 0.0579 0.1214
Sample 4 Biweight–residuals 0.0655 0.0649 0.0649 0.0652 0.0646
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Table 4
The simulations’ numerical results of the model 2 with replicated samples.
res-LL res-LQ res-LC res-DS-LL res-DS-LQ
Sample 1 EpaK–bandwidth 0.0779 0.1134 0.1166 0.0779 0.1134
Sample 1 EpaK–residuals 0.0621 0.0608 0.0609 0.0611 0.0603
Sample 2 EpaK–bandwidth 0.0750 0.1505 0.1427 0.0750 0.1505
Sample 2 EpaK–residuals 0.0641 0.0642 0.0638 0.0638 0.0633
Sample 3 Biweight–bandwidth 0.0586 0.1057 0.1128 0.0586 0.1057
Sample 3 Biweight–residuals 0.0577 0.0566 0.0568 0.0568 0.0563
Sample 4 Biweight–bandwidth 0.0621 0.0815 0.0948 0.0621 0.0815
Sample 4 Biweight–residuals 0.0605 0.0581 0.0621 0.0589 0.0579
as well as with local estimating methods without data sharpening, such as local linear, local quadratic and local cubic
nonparametric regression. From our fitted Figs. 1–4 and the original function, it can be found that the local quadratic
regressions with data sharpening have the best fitted results. The simulations’ numerical results Tables 1–4 show that the
local quadratic data sharpening method shows a better performance regarding fitting precision.
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